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                 Article Writing                
                 Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements                Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements

                Performance practice   So, how do all these people work together to create an improvised music that doesn’t sound 
 totally random?  
 • Common sequence - Head -solos -head. There is a common sequence of events. The 
 standard approach to playing a jazz tune with a jazz group involves the statement of the 
 tune itself (called the “ head ”….It’s at the top of the page!) If the tune was “Happy 
 Birthday ” the “head ” would be the playing/singing of that basic melody . After the head 
 is played each soloist takes a turn sol oing against the same chord progression that 
 accompanied the head (the rhyt hm section plays the song again and again without the 
 melo dy) . Each full time through that cho rd progression (whether it is during the playing 
 of the head or during solos ) is called a “ chorus ”. (Not like a chorus in a pop song) A 
 soloist may take several choruses to say all they want to say! After everyone who is 
 going to solo does, then the head i s stated again and the tune is ended. So…the basic 
 sequence of events is “head -solos -head”. The “head ” takes one chorus of the basic song 
 and chord progression. The solos happen over several choruses of the basic chord 
 progression. And, then the “head ” is played again over a chorus of the basic chord 
 progression.  
 • Form -Songs have a form . Most tunes, be it rock and roll or jazz, have form to them. You 
 might play one line twice (AA), followed by a different, contrasting line (B ) (the 
 “bridge”), and followed by the original line one more time (A). This particular form 
 would be described as AABA . If you are familiar with “ The Flinstones ” theme, you are 
 familiar with AAB A. Listen to the link on the next page.  
 Another common chord progression or song form is the Twelve bar blues. This very 
 common progression uses only three basic chords (although jazz players add quite a few 
 in between). Old rock and roll songs like “Johnny B Goode” and “Rock Around the Clock” 
 use this progression. Check out these examples in order to get a feel fo r the blues 
 progression. chord changes -basics , 12 bar blues basics and 12 bar blues sax and rhythm 
 section . Listen to the links on the next page.  
 • Specific duties -Each person has a job. We have talked about the rhythm section and 
 how they accompany the soloists. The soloists (horn players etc.) wai t for their turn in 
 the sequence of solos, take their turn and then, “ lay out ” (don’t play) while the other 
 soloists are taking their turn. Rhythm section members very rarely “lay out”. They 
 support the soloist and usually get a solo of their own too.  
 • Comm on tunes - Jazz players often play from a common set of tunes that most jazz 
 players know. These have come to be known as “ jazz standards ”. Remember, these tunes 
 are vehicles for improvisation, so they come out different every time. A common set of 
 tunes le ts jazz musicians get together and play right away without having to teach everyone 
 else in the band the tunes. Rock and Roll has standards too (like “Johnny B Goode” from 
 above).  
 • Putting it all together - Watch the following video of a Miles Davis band playing “So 
 What”. I have captioned various events as they happen to give you an idea of how a jazz 
 performance works and what the various jobs of the players are. This tune is from one 
 of the most famous jazz records of all time: “Kind of Blue” by miles Davis from 1959. This recording (not this TV show performance) would be on almost everyone ’s top ten, 
 must have, jazz album lists.  
 For those of you who read a little music, h ere is a “chart ” of the song “So What ”. The 
 form is AABA . You can see the repeat sign ( resulting in two “A”s, the chord i s D minor 
 the whole time ) and then moving on to a “B” section (the chord is Eb minor the who le 
 time.) and then the rep eat commands ask you to play the “A” section one more time.  
 One trip through this whole process (AABA) would be one chorus.  
 Don ’t worr y about it if you haven ’t read music before . The point is to show that this 
 entire performance is on one page and consists of playing this page over and over in 
 various creative ways through a HEAD -several SOLOS -and the HEAD again.  
  
 W atch the video link 
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